
SMARTfit® gamified brain and body training solutions create a multisensory experience for students which helps them to 
develop and enhance their cognitive, motor and physical skills.

Do you have students that learn better with movement? 
 
Would you like to provide ALL students with some 
inclusive learning time? 
 
Are you looking for gross motor activities with a 
standards based curriculum tied to them?

SMARTfit® has known for years that student growth, both physically and cognitively, can help 
ALL students progress in school. Regardless of their cognitive skills or motor control  

ALL students learn better with movement!

- Special Needs and Learning Disabilities 

- Early Childhood Education 

- Sports Skill Development 

- Physical Education 

- Sports Performance Training 

- Mental Health and Wellness

Systems can be used with all of your students regardless of  
their physical or cognitive skill level.

www.smartfitinc.com/education-guide

1-800-900-8542

East Coast: marlene@smartfitinc.com
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5 Strike Pod System with Duffle - This rugged system can be used in the classroom, gym or  
outside. Simply attach the pods to a surface and let the learning start! System comes with  
5 Pods, 5 portable strike pod stands, noodles, mounting straps and hardware controller.  
See other Strike Pod options. 
Price = $4,995

Mini Low Impact Adjustable (on-wall or portable) - Meeting the needs of all of the students is  
crucial. With this SMARTfit system you can raise or lower it based on the height of the student!  
A 3X3 foot panel comes with multifunctional LED and 9 targets. View product page. 
Price = $7,995 
Optional data subscription sold separately.

Mini High Impact on-wall - This system is great for the heavy hitters - this high-end  
system allows for high impact (boxing or baseball targets). System comes with a 4X4 foot panel  
that is fully adjustable from floor to 7 feet. View product page. 
Price = $9,995 
Optional data subscription sold separately

MultiStation Trainer - 2 units - (on wall) - Looking for a system to use in the gym  
anytime? This system allows for full classroom or team participation. Combine 2 units to  
have students interact competitively in the gym. (3 or 4 station systems also available  
for larger classes). View product page.  
Price = $17,995 
Optional data subscription sold separately 

SMARTfit Curriculum - Here are just a few of our curricula offerings for your students to engage 
 while performing physical tasks on our systems:

- Tracking: colors, letters, counting, step-counting (addition/subtraction),  
   Left/right/both - crossing hemispheres 
- Seeking: (colors, step counting, multiplications, letters, shapes, symbols) 
- Metronome: (variations include touch to the beat combined with Seekings  
  games) 
- High Cognitive: Pattern Recognition, Stroop, Memory, Flanker; Equations:  
  multiplication, division, addition, subtraction and square roots 
- Spelling: curriculum words of the week
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These are just a few examples of the lessons that come with  
every system
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